GAME OVER
FOR BRAIN TUMOURS

YOUR QUESTIONS ANSWERED
WHAT IS GAME OVER FOR BRAIN TUMOURS?

Game Over for Brain Tumours is a fun way to raise money for The Brain Tumour Charity through gaming.

Whether you take on your mates in a tournament, set up a stream or make it a marathon session, the funds you raise by firing up your favourite games will help us take life-saving research and essential support to the next level.

With you on our team, we know we can be the generation to defeat brain tumours!

HOW DO I TAKE PART?

It couldn’t be simpler. Just decide on your challenge, let us know using our online form, get a date in the diary and ask your friends and family to sponsor you (or take part with you!). Our Fundraising Guide has all the information you need.

WHAT KINDS OF GAMES CAN I PLAY?

The game you play is entirely up to you! However, we’d encourage you to be mindful of the type of game you choose to play when fundraising for us and would ask that games with excessive violence or sexual content are avoided.

Anyone streaming their gameplay must abide by the terms and conditions of the host platform. If you’re concerned about the nature of a stream, please contact the host platform and share this information with us.

Please ensure the game you choose to play is age-appropriate.
DO I HAVE TO PLAY ONLINE TO FUNDRAISE?

No – you can take on any sort of challenge you like, whether it’s a streamed challenge or marathon session, a tournament with your mates or even a board game bonanza!

If your chosen challenge is a gaming marathon, we have tips in our Fundraising Guide to help you smash your challenge safely.

HOW DO I STREAM MY CHALLENGE?

JustGiving has a simple guide on how to stream a gaming event here. This uses Twitch, the largest and most well-known streaming platform.

Streaming platforms require you to be 13 or older to use their services.

HOW DO I LINK MY STREAM TO MY JUSTGIVING PAGE?

Take a look at Step Two of JustGiving’s guide to see how to link your JustGiving page to your streaming event.

WHAT SUPPORT DO YOU OFFER?

We’re here to support you at every step. Our Fundraising Guide will help you kick things off and start fundraising, and we also have a range of graphics for you to download, including shareables for social media and branded frames for your stream.

We’re also on hand to answer your questions, give fundraising tips and help make sure you have everything you need to make your event a success. You can call us on 01252 749043 or email events@thebraintumourcharity.org.
IT'S TIME TO TAKE BRAIN TUMOURS DOWN

GOOD LUCK!